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Abstra t

A domain independent ICA-based watermarking method is introdu ed and studied
by numeri al simulations. This approa h an be used either on images, musi or video
to onvey a hidden message. It relies on embedding the information in a set of statisti ally independent sour es (the independent omponents) as the feature spa e. For the
experiments the medium has arbitrarily hosen to be digital images.
1. Introdu tion

Interest in watermarking te hniques has grown signi antly in the past de ade, mainly
due to the need to prote t intelle tual property rights in produ ts based on digitized ele troni information. Watermarking s hemes have not only to be imper eptible and onvey
a high amount of data, but also robust against atta ks. These ontradi ting onstraints
are inherent to any watermarking framework. The present paper des ribes a prin ipled
domain independent watermarking framework suitable for musi , video or images. The
new approa h is based on embedding the message in statisti ally independent sour es
of the overtext to minimize overtext distortion, maximize the information embedding
rate and improve the method's robustness against various atta ks.
2. Domain Independent Watermarking

In the past few years, signi ant attention has been drawn to blind sour e separation
by Independent Component Analysis (ICA). The re ent dis overy of eÆ ient algorithms
and the in rease in omputational abilities, have made it easier to extra t statisti ally
independent sour es from given data.
ICA is a general purpose statisti al te hnique whi h, given a set of observed data,
extra ts a linear transformation su h that the resulting variables are as statisti ally
independent as possible. Su h separation may be applied to audio signals or digitized
images, see Hyvarinen & al (2001), assuming that they onstitute a suÆ iently uniform
lass of data so that a statisti al model an be onstru ted on the basis of observations.
Experiments that are ondu ted on a set of digitized images (Fig. 1 and 2), show that
this hypothesis holds, providing the basis for a general domain independent framework y.
The suggested framework an be based on various generative methods, although in this
paper we will fo us on ICA, for further details on the method see Hyvarinen & al (2001).
Basi watermarking s hemes an be des ribed in three steps. Firstly, a given message
m, also termed watermark, is embedded into the overtext X (e.g. a digitized image,
audio or a transformed signal) providing a watermarked overtext X^ . Se ondly, the watermarked text may be atta ked either mali iously or non-mali iously, resulting in the
y In the ase of multiple, signi antly di erent, overtext groups, one may onstru t a di erent
model for ea h group.
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A general watermarking s heme where m is the embedded message, X is the overtext,
the watermarked overtext, X~ the atta ked overtext and m^ an estimate of the original
message m.

Figure 3.
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atta ked overtext X~ . Finally, a de oder extra ts the message estimate m^ from the orrupted version of the watermarked overtext X~ . The pro ess is summarized in Fig. 3.
In the framework studied in this paper, X may be derived from any media, su h as
audio signals or digitized images. The demixing matri es W obtained by the ICA algorithm for the di erent domains may be signi antly di erent but the prin iple remains
the same. Indeed, the demixing pro ess gives a set of independent sour es, whi h share
similar hara teristi s and have little orrelation with the original domain.
The general ICA-based watermarking pro ess omprises four stages as des ribed in
Fig. 4.
(a) The image is divided into ontiguous image pat hes giving a set of mixed signals.
Ea h pat h is then demixed using a predetermined ICA demixing matrix W , prepared
using an ensemble of typi al images.
(b) For ea h pat h, a set of relevant oeÆ ients are sele ted a ording to the spe i
task.
( ) The sele ted oeÆ ients are quantized and watermarked. The di eren e between
the watermarked and original values is denoted by .
(d)  is multiplied by the mixing matrix A to produ e w whi h is then added to the
original pi ture I .
Various eÆ ient approa hes have been suggested for hiding/embedding information.
Here, we used the distortion- ompensated Quantization Index Modulation (QIM) method
studied by Chen & al (2000), that has been shown to be lose to optimal in the ase
of additive Gaussian atta ks and is easy to use. It is based on quantizing the overtext real-valued independent sour e to some entral value followed by a quantized addition/subtra tion representing the binary message bit. This may also be modi ed by a
pres ribed noise template making it diÆ ult to identify the QIM embedding pro ess and
its parameters.
The de oding pro ess is arried out in a similar way, by proje ting the re eived (at-
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Domain independent watermarking s heme; where I is the original image, W the
ICA de-mixing matrix, Ip is the set of de-mixed signals, m is the embedded message, Æ is the
quantization step,  the di eren e between the quantized and original values, A the ICA mixing
matrix, w is the mixed signal and Iw the watermarked image.
Figure 4.

ta ked) value onto the nearest point on the quantization grid, whi h represents the embedding of a spe i message bit (0/1). The des ription of the atta ked text is omputed
from the atta ked overtext by employing the demixing matrix W giving us the orrupted sour e X~ . The estimation of m is omputed from X~ in onjun tion with other
available information, su h as atta k hara teristi s, original overtext, ryptographi
key, et . (Fig. 4). More information about the method used an be found in Bounkong
& al (2002).
3. Experiments

To test the performan e of our watermarking s heme against existing state of the art
methods, we arried out a set of experiments for ea h of the watermarking tasks. The
maximum allowed distortion threshold Æ1, related to the embedding pro ess, is set to 43
dB using the peak to signal noise ratio (PSNR) measure to ensure that all watermarking
are imper eptible. The maximum allowed distortion threshold Æ1 de nes the maximum
allowed quantization step Æ; the distortion level we use here is onsistent with a eptable
distortion levels used in the literature. All tests were arried out on a test set of 11
grey-s ale natural s ene images (Fig. 1) of 512  512 pixels. For any given atta k various
levels of orruption are tested. The embedded messages m are randomly generated binary
sequen es on f0; 1g. The latter is en oded using QIM for all tested methods. The de oding
pro ess is also ommon to all trials and is arried out by mapping the re eived (atta ked)
data to the nearest quantization grid point. For a given image and atta k strength, the
test is arried out 100 times.
For omparison purposes, two other watermarking s hemes have been tested under the
same atta ks using the same embedding and de oding methods. Both methods operate
in the dis rete osine transform (DCT) domain.
ICA - This is an ICA based algorithm, where we presele t a small subset of ICs that
are parti ularly robust against a spe i atta k (i.e., that su er very little distortion
from the given atta k); a single IC is then randomly sele ted from this subset to be
watermarked in ea h pat h.
DCT - A standard, ommonly used, DCT based algorithm; QIM is used to embed the
message in a DCT feature spa e, where the DCT is arried out over the entire image.
Among the DCT oeÆ ients whi h represent a signal with at least one y le per image
pat h of 1616, the 1024 lowest frequen ies are hosen to onvey the watermark. The
watermarked pi ture is then obtained by the appli ation of an inverse DCT.
DCTX - A lo al DCT based algorithm. It relies on a partitioning of the pi ture into
ontiguous pat hes of 1616 pixels. The DCT is applied to ea h of them. For ea h pat h,
a single oeÆ ient is randomly sele ted among the low frequen ies to be quantized (QIM).
An inverse DCT is then applied to obtain ea h watermarked pat h.
We arried out four experiments where watermarked pi tures are atta ked by:
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White Noise (WN) of mean zero and of various standard deviation values,
JPEG lossy ompression with di erent quality levels,
Set Partitioning In Hierar hi al Trees (SPIHT) ompression,
Resizing with various fa tors.
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4. Results

Figure 5a, shows that all s hemes are quite robust against white noise atta k onsidering
the fa t that the 43 dB atta k distortion threshold is rea hed for a WN of standard
deviation of about 2. In the ase of ICA, it is easy to see a dire t relation between the
quantization step Æ and the pro ess robustness, sin e the noise in the feature spa e is
also Gaussian. This may not be the ase if other de oding methods, su h as Maximum
A Posteriori (MAP), are used. Moreover it also shows that one potential weakness of the
this s heme, the ICA restri tion on extra ting only non-Gaussian sour es, is not highly
signi ant, even in the ase of Gaussian noise atta ks.
Figure 5b shows that ICA and DCTX are quite robust against JPEG ompression,
while DCT performs quite poorly. The distortion indu ed by the atta k is below 38 dB
for quality level under 90. Noti e that JPEG Compression uses a similar transform to
DCTX, whi h makes DCTX highly suitable for this type of atta k.
Figure 5 shows ex ellent performan es for all systems for bit rates above 1 bit per
pixel. From this point and on, the error rate in reases signi antly while the bit rate
de reases.
Figure 5d shows that ICA and DCTX perform better than DCT. However, the overall
performan e is quite poor; this is not surprising sin e resizing atta k is quite lossy in
terms of the information ontent, and for most of the resizing fa tor values tested here,
the atta ked image is signi antly damaged. Note that for a 0.25 resizing fa tor, the
pi ture size is redu ed by more than 93% in storage.
5. Con lusion

In this paper, a new prin ipled domain independent watermarking framework is presented
and examined. Experiments show highly promising performan e in omparison to other
state of the art methods on a limited set of atta ks. The atta ks in lude four of the most
ommon atta ks: white noise atta k, JPEG lossy ompression, SPIHT lossy ompression
and resizing.
A novel approa h to watermarking, using ICA as the feature spa e in whi h watermarks
are embedded, is presented. The new approa h, being based on embedding information
in statisti ally independent sour es, shows high information embedding rate and minimal distortion as proved analyti ally in the literature Moulin and O'Sullivan (2001). Its
performan e is examined numeri ally on a set representative images, random messages
and various atta ks.
The main advan e is that, being based on embedding information using statisti ally independent sour es, the same watermarking method an be easily applied a ross di erent
media. Based on lo al information and a linear transform, our method is omputationally
eÆ ient, o ering additional se urity in the use of spe i mixing/de-mixing matri es that
are not easy to obtain.
Providing statisti al models for both sour es and atta k will fa ilitate the use of a
Bayesian de oding methods that will potentially provide an optimal de oding s heme.
Further resear h may improve the performan e by using su h statisti al models and fo us
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The performan e of the three watermarking tested: ICA, DCT and DCTX, against
various atta ks; solid lines and symbols represent the mean values; dashed lines denote error
bars. (A) White noise of di erent standard deviation values. (B) JPEG lossy ompression for
di erent quality levels. (C) SPIHT lossy ompression for di erent bit rate. (D) Resizing with
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Figure 5.

on a new approa h to sele t the IC's to be watermarked based on a human visual system
distortion measure.
Support by EPSRC-GR/N63178 (DS) is a knowledged.
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